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Finishing

Find our week four intro video here.

Congratulations! You have finished weaving the Martha Table Runner.
I hope you learned a lot! Were you able to keep your selvedges
straight and your warps parallel? Did you master weft interlock? Are
you now a master bubbler?

Now let’s take your Martha Table Runner off the loom. The safest way
we have found to do that is to release the tension until you are able to
remove the warping bar. Lay the runner on a table and cut the loops at
the end of the warp so that you can tie them off.

You will be tying the warp ends with overhand knots. Put something
heavy on the runner to weigh it down while you tie off the warp ends.
An overhand knot is tied by taking the warp pairs (on either side you
will be tying the double selvedge warps with the warp next to it) and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPjhpEXhP8A


making a loop and sticking the ends through the loop. Stick the end of
a needle in that loop. Do this on both the left and right side so the
header does not undo itself.

Push the needle toward the weaving.



When the knot is snug against the weaving, remove the needle.

Once you have tied off the two selvedge warps, start tying pairs of
warps until all are tied. Repeat tying off the warp on the other side.



Trim the warp ends so that they are approximately two and half inches
long. You might want yours a little longer or shorter. A hint for cutting
them the same length is to straighten out all the warp ends and put a
straight edge (for example, a ruler) on top of the warp ends where you
want to cut. Put pressure on the straight edge in order to successfully
cut the warps evenly.

Flip your piece so the back side is showing. Next you will use the
needle to sew the weft tails into the piece. Thread the weft end into
the needle and then sew through a few rows.



Trim the end. Do this for all of the weft tails.



Flip your beautiful table runner over and smooth out the fringe. If you
find your fringe is too long for your liking, trim it a bit again using the
straight edge trick.

And you are done!

You have enough yarn left over to make another table runner (a little
smaller though). I wove the Martha Table Runner three times while
writing the instructions. During the process, I found I had honed some
skills that I had let lapse a bit. Each attempt saw an improvement. I
normally do not weave stripes from selvedge to selvedge. Learning
how to do so correctly takes patience and skill. I was very pleased that
I got my bubbling skills back. Keep practicing these skills!


